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The possibility of coherent population trapping in two electron states with aligned spins (orthosystem)
is evidenced. From the analysis of a three-level atomic system containing two electrons, and driven by the
two laser fields needed for coherent population trapping, a conceptually new kind of dark state appears.
The properties of this trapping are physically interpreted in terms of a dark hole, instead of a dark
two-electron state. This technique, among many other applications, offers the possibility of measuring,
with subnatural resolution, some superposition-state matrix elements of the electron-electron correlation
that due to their time dependent nature are inaccessible by standard measuring procedures.
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It has been well known since the late seventies [1–3]
that the application of two continuous wave laser fields to
a three-level atomic L system leads to the preparation of
the atom in a coherent superposition state named the dark
state, which is stable against absorption from the applied
fields. This phenomenon is known as coherent population
trapping, to indicate the presence of a coherent superpo-
sition of atomic states and the stability of the population
in this state. Of course, there is another superposition of
atomic states, orthogonal to the dark state and coupled to
the applied fields, which is named bright state. The dark
and bright states have been fruitfully employed in thou-
sands of different situations [4]. Related concepts, such
as electromagnetically induced transparency, amplification
without inversion, or lasing without inversion, have been
also introduced over the past few years [5,6].

Most of the related experiments deal with single-
electron atoms, or single active electron situations, where
an electron is coherently forced to a superposition state.
In a two-electron system, the situation is different because
of the electron-electron interaction and particularly be-
cause of the Pauli exclusion principle. In this case, the
dynamics of one of the electrons will strongly influence
the dynamics of the second one. Of course, to show
this effect, one needs to work with electrons having
parallel spins. If spins were antiparallel, then both of
them could be allowed in the same atomic (spatial) state.
There are some studies that use related properties of the
two-electron systems in case of antiparallel spins [7], in
different contexts, namely, double-core resonance.

In the present Letter, we restrict ourselves to the case
of a two-electron orthosystem [8], and therefore the Pauli
exclusion principle acts on the spatial part of the wave
functions. This prevents both electrons from being in the
same spatial state. For the case of coherent population
trapping this has rich consequences of a very fundamental
nature that have never been considered before. We present
the general case; we discuss some possibilities for experi-
mental realization of such a system, and we propose the
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use of coherent population trapping to measure some time-
dependent electron-electron interaction matrix elements.

Let us consider a typical V-configuration of the three
single-electron states, as indicated in Fig. 1, labeled ja�,
jb�, and jc�, with energies h̄va, h̄vb , and h̄vc, respec-
tively. If two of these states are populated, we can build
up antisymmetrized two-electron states. Since two elec-
trons with aligned spins are considered, the spin term is
symmetric and the antisymmetry of the total wave func-
tion comes from the spatial part of the wave function.

The three-level system is formed by two adjacent dipole
transitions sharing a common state jc�. The dipole cou-
pling to the laser fields, Hdip, is given by �ajHdipjc� �
h̄ae2ivat , and �bjHdipjc� � h̄be2ivbt, where a and b
are the Rabi frequencies of the two laser fields, and va

and vb represent their frequencies. We assume that all
three single-electron states involved have definite parity,
with ja� and jb� having the same parity and jc� having
the opposite one. Therefore, �ajHdipja� � �bjHdipjb� �
�cjHdipjc� � 0, and also �ajHdipjb� � 0. We introduce
the rotating wave approximation [2,9], just keeping slow
oscillations at frequencies comparable to the detunings,
Da � va 2 �va 2 vc�, and Db � vb 2 �vb 2 vc�.
We introduce the relaxation coefficient gac, indicating the
rate of decay of the population from state ja� (the upper-
most level) to jc�, and the relaxation coefficient gbc, indi-
cating the rate of decay of the population from jb� to jc�.
In the dipole approximation, gba � gab � 0.

FIG. 1. Single-electron states, ja�, jb�, and jc�, in a V
configuration.
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Let us consider now that two electrons (in the same
spin state) are forced to be inside this three-level system.
The two-electron states are indicated by ji, j� � ji� ≠ jj�,
with i, j � a, b, c. Antisymmetrized states are jA� �
�1�

p
2� �jc, b� 2 jb, c��, jB� � �1�

p
2� �ja, c� 2 jc, a��,

and jC� � �1�
p

2� �ja, b� 2 jb, a��. Without electron-
electron interaction, the energies are given by h̄ times
vA � vb 1 vc, for state jA�, vB � va 1 vc, for state
jB�, and vC � va 1 vb , for state jC�.

Parity of the two-electron states is directly related
to parity of the single-electron states. Two-electron
states will thus keep a well-defined parity. jA� and jB�
are of the same parity and jC� of the opposite one.
The two-electron state dipole matrix elements will be
�CjHdipjA� � h̄ae2ivat , and �CjHdipjB� � h̄be2ivbt ;
all other couplings are zero because of parity con-
siderations, �AjHdipjA� � �BjHdipjB� � �CjHdipjC� �
�AjHdipjB� � 0. These two-electron states determine now
a L configuration, see Fig. 2, while the one-electron states
ja�, jb�, and jc� formed a V configuration.

The density matrix for the two-electron three-level sys-
tem is defined by �r�IJ � jI� �Jj, with I,J � A, B, C.
Still, without considering the electron-electron interaction,
the dynamical equations for the two-electron density ma-
trix are

d
dt

rAA � i�rACa 2 r�
ACa�� 1 gCArCC , (1a)

d

dt
rBB � i�rBCb 2 r�

BCb�� 1 gCBrCC , (1b)

d
dt

rCC � i�2rACa 1 r�
ACa� 2 rBCb 1 r�

BCb��

2 �gCA 1 gCB�rCC , (1c)

d
dt

rAB � i�2rAC�Da 2 Db� 1 rACb 2 r�
BCa��

2 GABrAB , (1d)

d

dt
rAC � i�2rACDa 1 a��rAA 2 rCC� 1 rABb��

2 GACrAC , (1e)

d

dt
rBC � i�2rBCDb 1 b��rBB 2 rCC� 1 r�

ABa��

2 GBCrBC . (1f)
The relaxations corresponding to single-electron pro-
cesses, gCA � gac, gCB � gbc, indicate an electron
falling from ja� to jc�, and from jb� to jc�, respec-
tively. Dipole decay between states ja� and jb� is
forbidden by parity: gBA � gab � 0, and gAB �
gba � 0. The two-electron coherences will relax accord-
ing to 2GBA � gBA 1 gAB � 0, 2GAC � gCA 1 gCB �
gac 1 gbc, and 2GBC � gCA 1 gCB � gac 1 gbc. Simul-
taneous two-electron relaxation mechanisms are forbidden
in the electric dipole approximation.

Following standard ideas of solid state physics, we have
two electrons to fill three states, ja�, jb�, and jc�. So
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FIG. 2. Representation of the two-electron states, jA�, jB�, and
jC�, automatically arranged in a L configuration.

there are two occupied states plus an empty one, the hole.
The system is thus characterized by the position of the
hole. The two-electron state jC�, for example, involves
one electron at ja� and the second electron at jb�, leaving
jc� empty.

It is perfectly well established in one-electron three-level
theory [1–3] that the two lower states of a L scheme form
very peculiar coherent superposition states. In principle,
these superposition states should be also possible in the
two upper states of a single-electron V-scheme system. In
this case, the result is that a state jd� uncoupled to the
laser fields and another state je� coupled to the laser fields
appear. Nevertheless these single-electron states are not
precisely the typical dark and bright states because they
correspond to the two upper states of the V configura-
tion and relax very fast. In the particular case that the
Rabi frequencies of both transitions are equal, a � b,
and the detunings verify Da � Db , then the expressions
of the dark, jd�, and the bright, je�, states are extremely
simple and symmetrical, jd� � �1�

p
2� �ja� 2 jb��, and

je� � �1�
p

2� �ja� 1 jb��.
We can repeat the procedure to obtain the dark states

now using two-electron states. The result is that a
dark state jD� and a bright state jE� appear. In the
particular case of equal Rabi frequencies, a � b,
and equal detunings Da � Db , then the dark state is
jD� � �1�

p
2� �jA� 2 jB�� and the bright state is jE� �

�1�
p

2� �jA� 1 jB��. Now the dark state jD� involves one
electron in a superposition of the upper states ja� and jb�,
while the other electron lies in the lowest energy state
jc�. Therefore a hole appears in the empty upper state.
Relaxation does not play a role now because the lower
state is filled with an electron and the Pauli exclusion
principle does not allow a second one in the same state.
Therefore this dark state has the appearance of a hole
that is moving between the two upper single-electron
states. To illustrate this we have included a new scheme
of the single-electron states. Figure 3a corresponds to
only one electron (grey circle) in the system. Under the
appropriated conditions, the electron can be placed in
a state jd� that is not coupled to the fields. This state,
however, can decay. In the case of two electrons, Fig. 3b,
there is one electron at the lower state that prevents the
decay from the upper states. The state without an electron,
the hole, is trapped and stable. Therefore, we have now a
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FIG. 3. Representation of a three-level single-electron system.
If only one electron is considered (a) a uncoupled state jd�
appears as a superposition of the two excited states. State jd�
may decay to the lower state. If two electrons are considered
(b) there is a hole that can be trapped in this uncoupled state.
This hole cannot relax to any other state.

hole placed at a dark state. Notice finally that, since jD�
is a two-particle state insensitive to spontaneous emission
decay and inelastic collisions, it could have interesting
applications for quantum information processing.

We have thus far considered two-electron systems
where the electron-electron interaction is not accounted
for. Only the Pauli exclusion principle has been con-
sidered through the antisymmetrization of the spatial
part of the wave function (spin part is always symmet-
rical in the considered orthoatom). The two-electron
system can be understood in terms of a hole. Of
course this agreement is thus far perfect because we
have forgotten one particular feature, the electron-
electron repulsion. Now it is time to consider these terms
and see how they modify the presented results. The
interaction Hamiltonian is Hee � e2�jr1 2 r2j, r1 and r2
being the positions of the electrons, then

�AjHeejA� � h̄DA , (2a)

�BjHeejB� � h̄DB , (2b)

�CjHeejC� � h̄DC , (2c)

�AjHeejC� � 0 , (2d)

�BjHeejC� � 0 , (2e)

�AjHeejB� � h̄xe2ivb teivat . (2f)
These electron-electron interaction terms can be grouped
in two different families, the time-independent terms (that
do not contain time oscillations at the energy difference)
and the time-dependent terms (that do contain explicit
time oscillations). Time-independent terms come from
the diagonal matrix elements �AjHeejA�, �BjHeejB�,
and �CjHeejC�. The contributions �c, bjHeejc, b�,
�c, ajHeejc, a�, and �b, ajHeejb, a� are Coulomb terms.
The contributions �c, bjHeejb, c�, �c, ajHeeja, c�, and
�b, ajHeeja, b� are exchange terms. For a system in
a pure quantum state, only these two kinds of elec-
tron-electron terms are relevant. With the dynamical
situation established via the interaction with the laser
fields, electrons are in superposition states and, thus, new
terms may appear that are time dependent. The term
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�AjHeejB� is very particular because it involves three
different one-electron states. It is the sum of two different
contributions, �c, bjHeeja,c� and �c, bjHeejc, a�. The
cross term �c, bjHeeja, c� involves the two dipole-allowed
transitions: ja� $ jc� for one electron, and jc� $ jb�
for the other electron. Another cross term that appears is
�c, bjHeejc, a�; it is different from the first one because one
of the electrons remains in the common state jc� while the
other is in a ja� $ jb� coherence. In any case, these two
terms present a time oscillation at frequency va 2 vb ,
so the resulting electron-electron matrix element can
be written as �AjHeejB� � h̄xe2ivbteivat. Finally, due
to parity considerations, �AjHeejC� � �BjHeejC� � 0
because Hee is an even operator.

Now we can introduce the Hee couplings in the time
evolution of the density matrix. Taking the corrected en-
ergy of state jA� as the energy origin and introducing the
rotating wave approximation, we obtain

d
dt

rAA � i�rACa 2 r�
ACa�� 1 gCArCC

1 i�rABx�eivate2ivbt

2 r�
ABxe2ivateivbt� , (3a)

d

dt
rBB � i�rBCb 2 r�

BCb�� 1 gCBrCC

1 i�r�
ABxe2ivateivbt

2 rABx�eivat e2ivbt � , (3b)

d
dt

rCC � i�2rACa 1 r�
ACa� 2 rBCb 1 r�

BCb��

2 �gCA 1 gCB�rCC , (3c)

d

dt
rAB � i�2rAC�Da 2 Db� 1 rACb 2 r�

BCa��

2 GABrAB

1 i��rAA 2 rBB�xe2ivateivbt

1 rAB�DA 2 DB�� , (3d)

d

dt
rAC � i�2rACDa 1 a��rAA 2 rCC� 1 rABb��

2 GACrAC

1 i�rAC�DC 2 DA� 2 rBCxe2ivatetat� ,

(3e)

d
dt

rBC � i�2rBCDb 1 b��rBB 2 rCC� 1 r�
ABa��

2 GBCrBC

1 i�rBC�DC 2 DA� 2 rACx�eivate2ivbt� .

(3f)
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FIG. 4. Spectra of the dark state resonance and its two satel-
lites induced by the crossed correlation terms. The figure rep-
resents the imaginary part of the AC coherence versus the
detuning Da�gbc. gac � gbc , a � b � 0.1gbc , Db � 0, and
x � 0.3gbc . Insets indicate the dressed-level couplings.

This set of equations provides a description of the dy-
namics of the three-level two-electron system, including
time-dependent electron-electron correlations.

One clear example where coherent population trapping
of this kind could be observed is calcium. Other al-
kaline-earth elements are also good candidates. In the
orthoatom case the ground state is nsnp (4s4p for cal-
cium). One excited state very interesting is the npnp.
If a s1, s2 laser field is considered, then the three
single-electron states involved will be ja� � jnp1�, jb� �
jnp2�, and jc� � jns�. Obviously, the three-two electron
states will become jA� � jns, np2�, jB� � jns, np1�, and
jC� � jnp1, np2�. In this particular case, �AjHeejB� � 0
due to the angular momentum addition laws [10]. Because
nsnp1 and nsnp2 correspond to the ground state of the
orthoatom, they are relatively stable. In that case a clear
dark state can be formed with all the characteristics of the
coherent population trapping, except that the trapping af-
fects the hole that is in a coherent superposition of the two
excited single-electron states. This structure is also present
in ortholithium (three aligned spins) involving the 1s2s2p
and 1s2p2p states, as well as in other systems.

In the opposite case, for atoms or molecules where the
�AjHeejB� matrix element is nonzero, we predict a simi-
lar dark resonance but shifted by an amount equal to the
time average of the �AjHeejB� coupling. This suggests a
new method to measure electron-electron correlations with
subnatural resolution. To illustrate this, Fig. 4 has been in-
cluded. This figure represents the spectra of the dark state
resonance and its two satellites induced by the crossed cor-
relation terms of the electron-electron interaction. It is
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a plot of the imaginary part of the jA� $ jC� coherence
versus the Da detuning, and corresponds to gac � gbc,
a � 0.1gbc, b � 0.1gbc, Db � 0, and x � 0.3gbc. For
simplicity, all parameters have been referred to as gbc. Co-
herent population trapping appears at the center Da � 0,
as expected. Moreover, two satellite holes appear at 62x.
They are due to the splitting of the levels induced by the
time-dependent matrix element and to its coupling to the
laser field. The dressed transitions responsible for those
peaks are depicted at the insets of Fig. 4.

In conclusion, we have analyzed the properties of a
three-level two-electron system. The presence of a co-
herence between the atomic two-electron states leads to
coherent population trapping similar to the one found in
one-electron systems. However, this two-electron trap-
ping presents some new and interesting features. Particu-
larly remarkable is the presence of a hole (the empty state)
trapped in a superposition of the upper states. In the case
where the two lower states are coupled by the electron-
electron potential, we propose a direct subnatural measure
of these coupling coefficients. Finally, our approach al-
lows to create stable superposition states at will of two
fermionic undistinguishable particles which could be very
useful to create entangled states for quantum information
processing.
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